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Abstract
One of the most important problems with rule inductionmethods is that they cannot
extract rules, which plausibly represent experts' decision processes. In this paper,
the characteristics of experts' rules are closely examined and a new approach to ex-
tract plausible rules is introduced, which consists of the following three procedures.
First, the characterization of decision attributes (given classes) is extracted from
databases and the concept hierarchy for given classes is calculated. Second, based
on the hierarchy, rules for each hierarchical level are induced from data. Then, for
each given class, rules for all the hierarchical levels are integrated into one rule. The
proposed method was evaluated on a medical database, the experimental results of
which show that induced rules correctly represent experts' decision processes.
Key words: Rule induction, grouping, coverage, Rough Sets,
Granular Computing.
1 Introduction
One of the most important problems in data mining is that extracted rules
are not easy for domain experts to interpret. One of its reasons is that con-
ventional rule induction methods[5] cannot extract rules, which plausibly rep-
resent experts' decision processes[7]: the description length of induced rules is
too short, compared with the rules acquired from domain experts. For exam-
ple, rule induction methods, including C4.5[4] and PRIMEROSE[7], induce
the following common rule for muscle contraction headache from databases
on dierential diagnosis of headache:
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[location = whole] ^[Jolt Headache = no] ^[Tenderness of M1 = yes]
! muscle contraction headache.
This rule is shorter than the follo wing rule given b ymedical experts.
[Jolt Headache = no]
^([Tenderness of M0 = yes] _[Tenderness of M1 = yes]
_[Tenderness of M2 = yes])
^[Tenderness of B1 = no] ^[Tenderness of B2 = no]
^[Tenderness of B3 = no]
^[T enderness of C1 =no] ^[T enderness of C2 =no]
^[Tenderness of C3 = no] ^[Tenderness of C4 = no]
! muscle contraction headache
where many attribute-value pairs are added.
These results suggest that conv en tionalrule induction methods do not
reect a mechanism of knowledge acquisition of medical experts.
In this paper, the characteristics of experts' rules are closely examined and
a new approach to extract plausible rules is in troduced,which consists of the
follo wingthree procedures. First, the characterization of decision attributes
(given classes) is extracted from databases and the concept hierarchy for given
classes is calculated. Second, based on the hierarch y, rules for each hierarchical
level are induced from data. Finally, for each given class, rules for all the
hierarchical levels are integrated into one rule.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the background of
this study. Section 3 and 4 introduces rough sets and a characterization set.
Section 5 gives an algorithm for rule induction. Section 6 shows an illustrative
example. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
2 Background: Problems with Rule Induction
As shown in the introduction, rules acquired from medical experts are much
longer than those induced from databases the decision attributes of which are
given b y the same experts. This is because rule induction methods generally
search for shorter rules. One of the main reasons why rules are short is that
these patterns are generated only by a single criterion, such as high accuracy
or high information gain. The comparative studies[7,8] suggest that experts
should acquire rules not only b y a single criterion but b y several dierent
diagnostic criteria. Those characteristics of medical experts' rules can be fully
examined not b y comparing between those rules for the same class, but b y
comparing experts' rules with those for another class[7]. F orexample, the
classication rule for muscle contraction headache given in Section 1 is v ery
similar to the follo wing classication rule for diseaseof cervical spine:
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[Jolt Headache = no]
^([T enderness of M0 =yes] _[Tenderness of M1 = yes]
_[T enderness of M2 =yes])
^([T enderness of B1 =yes] _[Tenderness of B2 = yes]
_[Tenderness of B3 = yes]
_[Tenderness of C1 = yes] _[Tenderness of C2 = yes]
_[Tenderness of C3 = yes] _[Tenderness of C4 = yes])
! disease of cervical spine
The dierences between these two rules are attribute-value pairs, from tender-
ness of B1 to C4. Thus, these two rules are composed of the following three
blocks:
A
1
^ A
2
^ :A
3
!muscle contraction he adache
A
1
^ A
2
^ A
3
! dise aseof cervical spine;
where A
1
, A
2
and A
3
are given as the following formulae:
A
1
= [Jolt Headache = no], A
2
= [Tenderness of M0 = yes] _ [T endernessof
M1 = yes] _ [Tenderness of M2 = yes], and A
3
= [Tenderness of C1 = no] ^
[Tenderness of C2 = no]^ [T endernessof C3 = no]^ [T endernessof C4 = no].
The rst two blocks ( A
1
and A
2
) and the third one ( A
3
) represent the
dierent types of dierential diagnosis. The rst one A
1
shows the discrimina-
tion between muscular type and vascular type of headache. Then, the second
part shows that between headache caused by neck and head muscles. Finally,
the third formula A
3
is used to make a dierential diagnosis between muscle
contraction headache and disease of cervical spine. Thus, medical experts rst
select several diagnostic candidates, which are very similar to each other, from
many diseases and then make a nal diagnosis from those candidates.
3 Rough Set Theory and Probabilistic Rules
3.1 Rough Set Notations
In the follo wingsections, the following notations introduced b y Grzymala-
Busse and Skowron[6], are used which are based on rough set theory[2]. These
notations are illustrated by a small database shown in Table 1, collecting the
patients who complained of headache.
Let U denote a nonempty, nite set called the universe and A denote a
nonempty, nite set of attributes, i.e., a : U ! V
a
for a 2 A, where V
a
is called
the domain of a, respectively. Then, a decision table is dened as an informa-
tion system, A = (U;A[fdg). F or example, Table 1 is an information system
with U = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g and A = fage; location; nature; prodrome; nausea;
M1g and d = class. F orlocation 2 A, V
location
is dened as foccular; lateral;
wholeg.
The atomic formulae ov erB  A [ fdg and V are expressions of the form
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Table 1
A small example of a database
No. loc nat his prod jolt nau M1 M2 class
1 occular per per 0 0 0 1 1 m.c.h.
2 whole per per 0 0 0 1 1 m.c.h.
3 lateral thr par 0 1 1 0 0 common.
4 lateral thr par 1 1 1 0 0 classic.
5 occular per per 0 0 0 1 1 psycho.
6 occular per subacute 0 1 1 0 0 i.m.l.
7 occular per acute 0 1 1 0 0 psycho.
8 whole per chronic 0 0 0 0 0 i.m.l.
9 lateral thr per 0 1 1 0 0 common.
10 whole per per 0 0 0 1 1 m.c.h.
Denition. loc: location, nat: nature, his:history,
Denition. prod: prodrome, nau: nausea, jolt: Jolt headache,
M1, M2: tenderness of M1 and M2, 1: Yes, 0: No, per: persistent,
thr: throbbing, par: paroxysmal, m.c.h.: muscle contraction headache,
psycho.: psyc hogenic pain, i.m.l.: intracranial mass lesion, common.:
common migraine, and classic.: classical migraine.
[a = v], called descriptors ov erB, where a 2 B and v 2 V
a
. The set F (B; V )
of formulas ov erB is the least set containing all atomic formulas ov erB and
closed with respect to disjunction, conjunction and negation. F orexample,
[location = occular] is a descriptor of B.
For each f 2 F (B; V ), f
A
denote the meaning of f in A, i.e., the set of all
objects in U with property f , dened inductively as follows.
(i) If f is of the form [a = v] then, f
A
= fs 2 U ja(s) = vg
(ii) (f ^ g)
A
= f
A
\ g
A
; (f _ g)
A
= f
A
_ g
A
; (:f)
A
= U   f
a
F or example,f = [location = occular] and f
A
= f1; 5; 6; 7g. As an example
of a conjunctive formula, g = [location = occular] ^ [nausea = no] is a
descriptor of U and g
A
is equal to f1; 5g.
By the use of the framework abov e, classication accuracy and co verage,
or true positive rate is dened as follows.
Denition 3.1 Let R andD denote a formula in F (B; V ) and a set of objects
whose decision class is d. Classication accuracy and co v erage(truepositive
rate) for R! d is dened as:

R
(D) =
jR
A
\Dj
jR
A
j
(= P (DjR)); and 
R
(D) =
jR
A
\Dj
jDj
(= P (RjD));
where jSj, 
R
(D), 
R
(D) and P(S) denote the cardinality of a set S, a classi-
cation accuracy of R as to classication of D and co v erage(a true positive
rate of R to D), and probability of S, respectively.
In the abov e example, when R and D are set to [nau = 1] and [class =
common], 
R
(D) = 2=5 = 0:4 and 
R
(D) = 2=2 = 1:0.
Finally, we dene the partial order of formulae as follows:
Denition 3.2 Let R
i
and R
j
be the formulae in F (B; V ) and let A(R
i
)
denote a set whose elements are the attribute-value pairs of the form [a; v]
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included in R
i
. If A(R
i
)  A(R
j
), then we represent this relation as:
R
i
 R
j
:
3.2 Prob abilisticRules
According to the denitions, probabilistic rules with high accuracy and cov-
erage are dened as:
R
;
! d s:t: R = _
i
R
i
= _ ^
j
[a
j
= v
k
]; 
R
i
(D)  Æ

and 
R
i
(D)  Æ

,
where Æ

and Æ

denote given thresholds for accuracy and cov erage.
4 Characterization Sets
4.1 Characterization Sets
In order to model medical reasoning, a statistical measure, co v erageplays an
important role in modeling, which is a conditional probability of a condition
(R) under the decision D(P (RjD)). Let us dene a characterization set of D,
denoted b yL(D) as a set, each element of which is an elementary attribute-
value pair R with cov erage being larger than a given threshold, Æ

. That is,
Denition 4.1 Let R denote a formula in F (B; V ). Characterization sets of
a target concept (D) is dened as:
L
Æ

(D) = fRj
R
(D)  Æ

g:
Then, three types of relations between characterization sets can be dened
as follows:
Independent type: L
Æ

(D
i
) \ L
Æ

(D
j
) = ,
Boundary type: L
Æ

(D
i
) \ L
Æ

(D
j
) 6= , and
P ositive type: L
Æ

(D
i
)  L
Æ

(D
j
).
All three denitions correspond to the negative region, boundary region, and
positive region, respectively, if a set of the whole elementary attribute-value
pairs will be taken as the universe of discourse.
4.2 Characteristics
We consider the special case of characterization sets in which the thresholds
of co v erageis equalto 1.0. That is,
L
1:0
(D) = fR
i
j
R
i
(D) = 1:0g
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F or example, [location = nat]_[location = whole], [nat = per] and [his = per]
are elements of L
1:0
(m:c:h:): This characterization set has several in teresting
characteristics.
Theorem 4.2 L etR
i
and R
j
two formulae in L
1:0
(D) such that R
i
 R
j
.
Then,

R
i
 
R
j
:
Thus, when we collect the formulae whose values of cov erage are equal
to 1.0, the sequence of conjunctive formulae corresponds to the sequence of
increasing chain of accuracies.
For example, [nat = per] and [his = per] are elements of L
1:0
(m:c:h:) and
those accuracies are: 3=7 and 3=5. Then, since the meaning of ([nat = per] ^
[his = per] is equal to [1; 2; 5; 10], the accuracy of [nat = per] ^ [his = per] is
3=4.
Since 
R
(D) = 1:0 means that the meaning of R co v ersall the samples
of D, its complement U   R
A
, that is, the meaning of :R does not cover
any samples of D. Especially, when R consists of the formulae with the same
attributes, it can be viewed as the generation of the coarsest partitions. Thus,
Theorem 4.3 L etR be a formula in L
1:0
(D) such that R = _
j
[a
i
= v
j
].
Then, R and :R give the coarsest partition for a
i
in which the meaning of R
includes D. 2
F rom thepropositions 4.2 and 4.3, the next theorem holds.
Theorem 4.4 L etA consist of fa
1
; a
2
;    ; a
n
g and R
i
be a formula in
L
1:0
(D) such that R
i
= _
j
[a
i
= v
j
]. Then, a sequence of conjunctive formulae
F (k) = ^
k
i=1
R
i
(k  n) gives a sequence which increases the ac curacy. 2
5 Rule Induction with Grouping
As discussed in Section 2, When the co verage of R for a target concept D is
equal to 1.0, R is a necessity condition of D. That is, a proposition D ! R
holds and its contrapositive :R ! :D holds. Thus, if R is not observed,
D cannot be a candidate of a target concept. If two target concepts hav e a
common formula R whose cov erage is equal to 1.0, then:R supports the nega-
tion of two concepts, which suggests that these two concepts can be grouped
into the generalized concept. F urthermore, if two target concepts hav e similar
formulae R
i
; R
j
2 L
1:0
(D), they are very close to each other with respect to
the negation of two concepts. In this case, the attribute-value pairs in the
intersection of L
1:0
(D
i
) and L
1:0
(D
j
) give a characterization set of the concept
that unies D
i
and D
j
, denoted b yD
k
. Then, compared with D
k
and other
target concepts, classication rules for D
k
can be obtained. When we hav e a
sequence of grouping, classication rules for a given target concepts are de-
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procedure Total P rocess;
var inputs
L
D
: List; /* A list of Target Concepts */
begin
Calculate a set of characterization set L
c
;
Calculate a set of intersection L
id
;
Calculate a list of similarity measures L
s
;
Calculate a list of grouping L
g
; (Fig. 2)
Induce a set of rules for L
g
: L
r
; (Fig. 3)
Combine Rules in L
r
for eac hD
i
;
end fTotal P rocessg
Fig. 1. An Algorithm for Total Process
ned as a sequence of subrules each of which shows the discrimination of a
generalized concept.
From these ideas, a rule induction algorithm with grouping target con-
cepts can be described as Figure 1. This algorithm rst calculates L
1:0
(D
i
) for
fD
1
; D
2
;    ; D
k
g. Second, from the list of characterization sets, it calculates
the intersection between L
1:0
(D
i
) and L
1:0
(D
j
) and stores it in toL
id
. Third,
the procedure calculates the similarity (matching number)of the intersections
and sorts L
id
with respect of the similarities. Finally, the algorithm chooses
one intersection (D
i
\D
j
) with maximum similarity (highest matching num-
ber) and group D
i
and D
j
in to a concept DD
i
. These procedures will be
continued until all the given concepts are grouped into the only one group.
procedure Grouping ;
var inputs
L
c
: List; /* A list of Characterization Sets */
L
id
: List; /* A list of Intersection */ L
s
: List; /* A list of Similarity */
var outputs
L
gr
: List; /* A list of Grouping */
var
k : integer; L
g
; L
gr
: List;
begin
L
g
:= fg ; k := n; /* n: A number of Target Concepts*/
Sort L
s
with respect to similarities;
Take a set of (D
i
;D
j
), L
max
with maximum similarity values;
k:= k+1;
forall (D
i
; D
j
) 2 L
max
do
begin
Group D
i
and D
j
into D
k
;
L
c
:= L
c
  f(D
i
; L
1:0
(D
i
)g; L
c
:= L
c
  f(D
j
; L
1:0
(D
j
)g;
L
c
:= L
c
+ f(D
k
; L
1:0
(D
k
)g;
Update L
id
for DD
k
; Update L
s
;
L
gr
:= ( Grouping for L
c
, L
id
, and L
s
) ;
L
g
:= L
g
+ ff(D
k
;D
i
; D
j
); L
g
gg;
end
return L
g
;
end fGroupingg
Fig. 2. An Algorithm for Grouping
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procedure RuleInduction ;
var inputs
L
c
: List; /* A list of Characterization Sets */
L
id
: List; /* A list of Intersection */
L
g
: List; /* A list of grouping*/ /* ff(D
n+1
,D
i
,D
j
),f(DD
n+2
,.)...ggg */
/* n: A number of Target Concepts */
var
Q;L
r
: List;
begin
Q := L
g
; L
r
:= fg;
if (Q 6= ;) then do
begin
Q := Q  first(Q); L
r
:= Rule Induction (L
c
; L
id
;Q);
end
(DD
k
;D
i
;D
j
) := first(Q);
if (D
i
2 L
c
and D
j
2 L
c
) then do
begin
Induce a Rule r whic h discriminate between D
i
and D
j
;
r = fR
i
! D
i
; R
j
! D
j
g;
end
else do
begin
Search for L
1:0
(D
i
) from L
c
; Search for L
1:0
(D
j
) from L
c
;
if (i < j) then do
begin
r(D
i
) := _
R
l
2L
1:0
(D
j
)
:R
l
! :D
j
; r(D
j
) := ^
R
l
2L
1:0
(D
j
)
R
l
! D
j
;
end
r := fr(D
i
); r(D
j
)g;
end
return L
r
:= fr; L
r
g ;
end fRule Inductiong
Fig. 3. An Algorithm for Rule Induction
6 Example
Let us consider T able1 as an example for rule induction. For a similarity
index, we use a matching number[1] which is dened as the cardinality of the
intersection of two the sets. Also, since Table 1 has ve classes, k is set to 6.
6.1 Grouping
F rom this table, the characterization set for each concept is obtained as shown
in Fig 4. By using these sets, the intersection between two target concepts are
calculated. Since common and classic hav e the maximum matching number,
these two classes are grouped into one category,D
6
. Then, the characterization
of D
6
is obtained as : D
6
= f[loc = lateral]; [nat = thr]; [jolt = 1]; [nau =
1]; [M1 = 0]; [M2 = 0] from Fig 5.
In the second iteration, the intersection of D
6
and others is considered as
shown in Fig 6. F rom thismatrix, we hav e two possibilities of grouping: one
is to group m:c:h. and i:m:l: That is, these two diseases are grouped into D
7
:
D
7
= f([loc = occular] _ [loc = whole]); [nat = per]; [prod = 0]g The other
one is to group D
1
and i:m:l:, where D
7
= f[jolt = 1]; [M1 = 0]; [M2 = 0]g.
In the third iteration of the former case(3
a
), the in tersection is calculated
as Fig 7. The following two classes, D
7
and psycho are grouped intoD
8
: D
3a
=
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f [nat=per], [prod=0] g In the latter case(3
b
), the intersection is calculated as
Fig 8. The following two classes, m:c:h: and psycho are grouped into D
8
: D
8a
= f [nat=per], [prod=0] g. Fig 9 and 10 depicts the two results of grouping
as two dendrograms which are mainly used for hierarchical clustering [1].
L
1:0
(m:c:h:) = f([loc = occular] _ [loc = whole]); [nat = per]; [his = per];
[prod = 0]; [jolt = 0]; [nau = 0]; [M1 = 1]; [M2 = 1]g
L
1:0
(common) = f[loc = lateral]; [nat = thr]; ([his = per] _ [his = par]);
[prod = 0]; [jolt = 1]; [nau = 1]; [M1 = 0]; [M2 = 0]g
L
1:0
(classic) = f[loc = lateral]; [nat = thr]; [his = par];
[prod = 1]; [jolt = 1]; [nau = 1]; [M1 = 0]; [M2 = 0]g
L
1:0
(i:m:l:) = f([loc = occular] _ [loc = whole]); [nat = per];
([his = subacute]_ [his = chronic]); [prod = 0];
[jolt = 1]; [M1 = 1]; [M2 = 1]g
L
1:0
(psycho) = f[loc = occular]; [nat = per]; ([his = per] _ [his = acute]);
[prod = 0]g
Fig. 4. Characterization Sets for Table 1
6.2 Rule Induction
6.2.1 First Model for Diagnosis
Figure 9 shows one candidate of the dierential diagnosis. F or the dierential
diagnosis of common. First, this model discriminates between D
6
(common
and classic) and D
8
(m:c:h:, i:m:l: and psycho). Then, common and classic
within D
6
are dierentiated. Thus, a classication rule for common is com-
posed of two subrules: (discrimination between D
6
and D
8
) and (discrimina-
tion withinD
6
). On the other hand, a classication rule form:c:h: is composed
of three subrules: (discrimination between D
6
and D
8
), (discrimination be-
tween D
7
and psycho) and (discrimination within D
7
).
Let us consider the rst case. The rst part can be obtained by the inter-
section in Figure 7. That is,
D
8
! [nat = per] ^ [prod = 0]
:[nat = per] _ :[prod = 0]! :D
8
:
Then, since from Figure 4, the dierence set between L
1:0
(common) and
L
1:0
(classic) is f[prod = 1]g, for a classication rule for common within D
7
is:
[prod = 0]! common:
Combining these two parts, the classication rule for common is
(:[nat = per] _ :[prod = 0]) ^ [prod = 0]! common:
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m.c.h. common classic i.m.l. psycho
m.c.h.   f[prod=0]g ; f([loc=occular] [nat=per],[prod=0]g
_[loc=whole]),
f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
common     f[loc=lateral], [nat=thr] f[prod=0],[jolt=1], f[prod=0]g
[jolt=1], [nau=1] [M1=0], [M2=0] g
[M1=0],[M2=0] g
classic       f[jolt=1],[M1=0], f g
[M2=0]g
i.m.l.         f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
Fig. 5. Intersection of Two Characterization Sets (Step 2)
m.c.h. D
6
i.m.l. psycho
m.c.h.   fg f([loc=occular]_[loc=whole]), f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
D
6
    f[jolt=1], [M1=0], [M2=0]g f g
i.m.l.       f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
Fig. 6. Intersection of Two Characterization Sets after the rst Grouping (Step 3)
D
6
D
7
psycho
D
6
  fg f g
D
7
    f[nat=per],[prod=0]g
Fig. 7. Intersection of Two Characterization Sets after the rst Grouping (1) (Step
4a)
m.c.h. D
7
psycho
m.c.h.   fg f[nat=per],[prod=0] g
D
7
  fg f g
Fig. 8. Intersection of Two Characterization Sets after the rst Grouping (2) (Step
4b)
common
classic
m.c.h.
i.m.l.
psycho
Fig. 9. Grouping by Characterization Sets (1)
After its simplication, the rule become:
:[nat = per]! :common;
whose accuracy is equal to 2=3. In the same way, the rule for classic is
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common
classic
m.c.h.
i.m.l.
psycho
Fig. 10. Grouping by Characterization Sets (2)
obtained as:
:[nat = per] ^ [prod = 1]! classic:
6.2.2 Second Model for Diagnosis
Figure 10 shows the other candidate of the dierential diagnosis. F ordier-
ential diagnosis, First, this model discriminates between D
7
(common, classic
and i:m:l:) and D
8
(m:c:h: and psycho). Then, D
6
and i:m:l: within D
7
are
dierentiated. Finally, common and classic within D
7
are checked. Thus, a
classication rule for common is composed of two subrules: (discrimination
between D
7
and D
8
), (discrimination between D
6
and D
7
), and (discrimina-
tion within D
6
).
The rst part can be obtained by the in tersection in Figure 7. That is,
D
8
! [nat = per] ^ [prod = 0]
:[nat = per] _ :[prod = 0]! :D
8
:
Then, the second part can be obtained b y the intersection in Figure 6 . That
is,
D
7
! [jolt = 1] ^ [M1 = 0] ^ [M2 = 0]
:[jolt = 1] _ :[M1 = 0]! :D
7
:
Finally, the third part can be obtained b ythe dierence set between
L
1:0
(common) and L
1:0
(classic) = f[prod = 1]g.
[prod = 0]! common:
Combining these three parts, the classication rule for common is
(:[nat = per] _ :[prod = 0]) ^ ([jolt = 1] ^ [M1 = 0] ^ [M2 = 0])
^ [prod = 0]! common:
After its simplication, the rule is:
:[nat = per] ^ ([jolt = 1] ^ [M1 = 0] ^ [M2 = 0])! common:
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whose accuracy is equal to 2=3.
It is notable that the second part ([jolt = 1] ^ [M1 = 0] ^ [M2 = 0]) is
redundant in this case, compared with the rst model. However, from the
viewpoint of characterization of a target concept, it is very important part.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, the characteristics of experts' rules are closely examined, whose
empirical results suggest that grouping of diseases is very important to realize
automated acquisition of medical knowledge from clinical databases. Thus, we
focus on the role of cov erage in focusing mechanisms and propose an algorithm
for grouping of diseases by using this measure. The abov e example shows that
rule induction with this grouping generates rules, which are similar to medical
experts' rules and they suggest that our proposed method should capture
medical experts' reasoning. This research is a preliminary study on a rule
induction method with grouping and it will be a basis for a future work to
compare the proposed method with other rule induction methods b y using
real-world datasets.
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